
Cat. # Color Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
M480-1 Clear M480-7 Peach 1500
M480-2 White M480-8 Tan 1500
M480-3 Pink M480-9 Gray 1500
M480-4 Green M480-10 Lilac 1500
M480-5 Yellow M480-11 Orange 1500
M480-6 Blue M480-12 Aqua 1500

Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
M460 White 1000
M460-3 Pink 1000
M460-4 Green 1000
M460-5 Yellow 1000
M460-6 Blue 1000

Histology Fam
ily

M470 & M471
TISSUE CAPSULES
Made of polypropylene
These capsules are suitable for holding tissue samples during processing.
The lids have a frosted write-on area for sample identification and an open
mesh area to facilitate fluid exchange. The whole surface of the base is also
an open mesh. The lid snaps securely on the base, eliminating the risk of
tissue loss during processing.

M460
EMBEDDING RINGS
Made of high impact polystyrene
Embedding rings are suitable for holding and identifying tissue sample
blocks and fit well in microtome chuck adapters. The etched writing surface
on the ring is marked with an identification number and placed on top of the
sample block. Additional paraffin is poured into the base mold to cement the
ring onto the tissue block. The embedding ring securely holds the tissue
sample in the microtome chuck adapter for sectioning and then identifies
the sample while in storage.
Each case contains four dispenser boxes of 250 rings.

M480
EMBEDDING CASSETTES
Made of acetal polymer
Disposable plastic tissue cassettes are suitable for holding and identifying
tissue samples in processing, embedding, and sectioning procedures. The
cassettes fit securely in microtome chuck adapters. They are molded from
a high density polymer that is totally resistant to the chemical action of
histological solvents. These cassettes are designed to accept standard
metal lids and will keep specimens in complete safety during processing.
The slanted writing surface accepts markings easily, permitting sample
identification throughout all stages of embedding and long afterwards when
in archives. Cassette M480-1 is made of polypropylene. M481 Metal Lid
not included.
Each case contains three dispenser boxes of 500 cassettes.

These cassettes can
be used in leading
automatic cassette
labeling instruments

Cat. # Size (mm) Color Qty/Cs
M470 28 x 5 H. White 1000
M471 38 x 10 H. White 1000

Cat. # Description Qty/Pk
M481 Metal Process Cover 25

M481
METAL LID FOR M480 CASSETTES

17


